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‘Tell me a story, Kit…’It’s All Hallows’ Eve and Kit Marlowe’s evening is disrupted by the call of an
ethereal voice, requesting a tale for the haunted night. From the depths of his creative mind
comes the tale of ghostly horrors and unearthly cries which rattles even the most supernatural of
beings…Fans of M. J. Trow’s Kit Marlowe mysteries must not miss this chilling short.

About the AuthorDr. Salah Khogali Ismail. . .a mass media expert and author of many English
and Arabic books . --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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byPalimpsest Book Production Limited,Falkirk, Stirlingshire, Scotland.All Hallows’ Eve‘Has
anyone seen Kit?’Thomas Sledd sometimes thought that if he had a silver piece for every time
he had said that, he wouldn’t be slogging his guts out working for Philip Henslowe. He would be
living in luxury somewhere downstream, with his own waterman ready to take him wherever he
wanted to go, walking in his extensive grounds, his silk and lace-clad wife walking serenely by
his side … He shook himself out of his reverie and looked around him. The usual chaos
prevailed; wood shavings coated the floor and, it seemed, every horizontal surface they could
find. Canvases hung limply from nails driven randomly into the walls. Within their folds were
towns, gardens, palaces and rooms which, from the groundlings’ pit, could fool even the
discerning. Up here, close and personal, they looked like the daubs they were, painted by
anyone who had a minute and could draw a straightish line. They had had one scenery hack
who at least had a little talent. What was his name? Gower, that was it, George Gower – but he
had come in one day, all nerves and shyness, to say he had another job. Tom wondered
sometimes just what had happened to him …‘I said,’ he bellowed, ‘has anyone seen Kit
Marlowe?’Tom Sledd’s bellowing was just part of the background noise and few took any notice.
The sawing continued unabated and the actors in the corner carried on trying to out-shout each
other. It was just another typical night at the Rose, with the new production just one day from
opening. Tom chewed anxiously at a thumbnail and scurried off in search of someone who
always kept a weather eye on what Marlowe was doing, and all for love.Up in the attic, tucked
under the eaves and even higher than Philip Henslowe’s eyrie, the seamstresses sat in serried
rows, stitching for all they were worth. Like the canvas backdrops, their creations wouldn’t pass
muster close to, but from a distance they looked like the richest garments a body could be
clothed in. So what if the pile on the velvet was painted on? So what if the jewels were glass? In



the faint light of the performance, they looked wonderful. As Tom Sledd stuck his nose around
the door, ten pale faces turned to him, as though joined together on wires. He was reminded of
the puppeteers who entertained the crowds outside the Rose on first nights.
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Black Death (A Christopher Marlowe Mystery Book 10)



Chasqui Penguin, “An Interesting Take on Ghost Stories. Adding to the reviews by other readers,
I'd like to start by saying that I have read the first 7 Kit Marlowe Mysteries by MJ Trow and they
are all excellent but All Hallows' Eve is not exactly representative of the series which has him
solving mysteries and takes him to a variety of places, while constantly having the reader
guessing as to what will happen next. As this is a short story, there isn't the opportunity for the
pace and description of its predecessors. However, looking at this book for itself, it made very
enjoyable reading which surprised me as I am not a fan of ghost stories and even though I was
greatly enjoying the series, I debated about buying and reading this, though am glad I did. It is by
no means as eerie as I feared and I found it extremely imaginative and had not expected Kit to
be telling a tale to the character who asked to hear one, nor to the unwitting audience which fell
asleep part way through! My only criticism is that I would have liked the story to have been
longer but perhaps by leaving it where it was, and supposedly giving an idea to another well-
known writer, both Kit and MJ Trow know better than I do - in fact, I am sure they do. All in all, I
would recommend this book, especially to fans of the Kit Marlowe Mystery Series and my Kindle
is now eagerly awaiting "Eleventh Hour", the eighth and, most likely, final in the series.”

Mrs. Diane Randle, “Five Stars. Very enjoyable.”

B.T, “Five Stars. Great author”

Aileen Goldsmith, “Fairly good, but not as good as his previous 2 .... Fairly good,but not as good
as his previous 2 series (Lestrade and Maxwell series)”

Andy, “Con chi sta parlando stavolta Marlowe?.... ....e a chi sta raccontando la sua favola? si
capisce solo alla fine. Racconto breve e bellissimo, perfetto nella sua brevità. Lo consiglio a
chiunque, marloviani o no.”

The book by M. J. Trow has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 7 people have provided feedback.
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